Composers' worklists in published scores, books, or periodicals or not found elsewhere


For use in establishing access points for musical works and expressions [3]

See also: Composers' work lists on the Web [4]

- Colista, Lelio, 1629-1680 [6]
- D'Alessandro, Raffaele, 1911-1959 [7]
- David, Johann Nepomuk, 1895-1977 [8]
- Denhof, Robert [9]
- Domeniconi, Carlo [10]
- Febonio, T.G. (Tom) [11]
- Fleta Polo, F. Francisco), 1931- [12]
- Homer, Sidney, 1864-1953 [14]
- Kleynjans, Francis [16]
- Legnani, Luigi, 1790-1877 [17]
- Levi, Vito [18]
- L'Hoyer, Antoine, 1768-1852 [19]
- Marteau, Henri, 1874-1934 [20]
- Pettersson, Allan, 1911-1980 [21]
- Stephenson, Allan [22]
- Warren, Frank E., [23]
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